The first-order theory of subtypes as inclusions developed in Part I is extended to a higher-order context This involves providing a higher-order equational logic for (inclusive) subtypes, a categorical semantics for such a logic that is complete and has initial models, and a proof that this higher-order logic is a conservative extension of its firstorder counterpart This higher-order categorical semantics includes a new notion of homomorphism between models that is both very natural in terms of its preservation properties and substantially more general than other notions of higher-order homomorphism proposed previously. The categorical semantics of higher-order inclusive subtypes is then generalized to a notion of model with two subtype relations r <r' (inclusion) and r <• T' (implicit conversion) thus reconciling and relating the two different intuitions that have so far prevailed in the first-order and higher-order cases. Axioms are then given that integrate the < and <: relations in the unified categorical semantics. Besides enjoying the benefits provided by each of the notions without their respective limitations, this framework supports rules for structural subtyping that are more informative and can discriminate between inclusions and implicit conversions.
Introduction
We extend the first-order theory of subtypes as inclusions developed in Part I [25] to a higherorder context. The higher-order extension applies to the language, the logic, and the semantics. The language extension makes available at a higher-order level all the convenient properties of order-sorted algebra; in particular, it supports the extra generality and convenience of equationally definable first-order types, for which subtype relations and overloaded operation symbols can be specified as in [ 19] . Such overloaded operation symbols support both subtype polymorphism, as when + is defined for naturals, integers, rationals, and complex numbers, and also ad hoc polymorphism, as when + is defined for unrelated types such as Booleans and naturals. Several examples of higher-order order-sorted modules are given to illustrate the advantages of our approach. Based on this higher-order language an equational logic of inclusive subtypes with very nice properties, including the 'no loss of information' property, is proposed. Explicit formulations of higher-order equational logics of subtypes seem to be absent in other higher-order approaches, which tend to concentrate on typing issues only.
Having a higher-order logic available, it is then possible to define a semantics for it Our semantics is a natural extension of the categorical semantics for the first-order case and makes precise the notion of a Cartesian closed category with a class of inclusive subtypes. Models are interpretations of a higher-order order-sorted signature in such categories that satisfy the axioms of the theory in question. An additional contribution is a new notion of homomorphism between such models that is both very natural in terms of its preservation properties and substantially more general than other such notions proposed previously. The categorical higher-order semantics thus defined has also very good properties, including the existence of the classifying category of a theory that is initial in the class of all models of such a theory, and the soundness and completeness of the logic relative to this semantics.
Two important conservativity results are also proved. First, we prove that higher-order order-sorted equational logic is a conservative extension of first-order order-sorted equational logic; therefore, our extension is fully satisfactory from both the logic and-given the completeness results-the semantic points of view. A second conservativity result makes available at the higher-order level the additional typing flexibility of the 'retracts' technique [15, 19] which has proved very useful and convenient in its first-order version in the OBJ2 and OBJ3 implementations [14, 16, 20] . Under very general assumptions it is proved that the addition of retracts to a higher-order order-sorted theory is a conservative extension.
The integration of the < and <: relations is treated in Section 3, and we discuss a very natural example of this integration for partial equivalence relation (per) models; however, a full treatment of the combined system with both relations will have to wait for a future publication. In the concluding remarks we discuss some research directions suggested by the present work that we would like to explore in the future. In particular, the theory developed in this paper is the most basic possible, namely a typed lambda calculus with products and with subtypes as inclusions. However, the extension to richer calculi should not present special difficulties following lines analogous to those already developed for the subtype as implicit conversion notion in works such as [9, 6, 3, 7, 12 ,1] among others.
The exposition assumes familiarity with the notation, concepts, and results for the firstorder case presented in Part I [25] , which are generalized here to a higher-order context.
Higher-order order-sorted algebra
In this section, we will study an extension of order-sorted algebra corresponding to a (simply) typed lambda calculus with products and subtypes. We arrive at this extension by allowing two constructors for types: ifr and T 7 are types, TXT'and T =>• r'are also types; in this setting, we use 'sort' as meaning 'basic type'. At the same time, we introduce new term constructors to form terms of the new types: projections and pairing for products, and lambda abstraction and application for function spaces. Categorically, a type r ^>-r' is interpreted as the exponential or function space of the objects interpreting r and r 7 ; thus, we go from categories with finite products to Cartesian closed categories.
This section can be seen as a generalization of the well known correspondence between (simply) typed lambda calculus with products and Cartesian closed categories [24, 11] , that takes into account the subtype relation. PROPOSITION 2.4 Given an hos signature (5 M , <*, £), every term t in Ts has a least type denoted lt(t).
PROOF. TO the cases in the proof of Proposition 2.8 of Part I we need to add the following cases:
I./<(()) = 1.
2.lt((t 1 ,t 2 )) = lt(t ] )xlt(t-2 ).
3. lt{ Pi (t)) = r t (i = 1,2) if lt(t) = n x r 2 .
4.lt(tt') = T if tt(t) = p=*-r.
The definition of free and bound (occurrences of) variables is as usual. We follow the same conventions as in Part I concerning the representation of terms; however, it is important to note that now t(x :T):T denotes a term t of type r whose free variables are included in the list x : T. The substitution t(t'/x) oft' for free occurrences of x in t is also defined as usual in this setting, involving the renaming of bound variables in t in order to avoid the capture of free variables in t'.
When convenient, we will adopt the same conventions with terms as with morphisms, writing (ti,..., t n ) and p t (t) (i = 1,...,n) for generalized pairing and projections, respectively.
The definition of equation is as for the first-order case in Part I, i.e. an equation comes with a context of typed variables and relates terms whose least types are in the same connected component of 5 M . The rules for equational deduction from a set F of hos equations are Reflexivity, Symmetry, Transitivity, Congruence and Substitutivity as in Part I, together with the following rules (where we assume that the hos terms and equations that appear are always well-formed):
Terminal:

Projections:
r\-(x :T) P -"*-*-" -* ( i = 1 -2 )- 
Pairing
Beta: T\-{x:T){Xx:T.t)t' = t{t'/x)-
Eta:
^n-1--\ > m 7 where x is not free in t and t : r ^ r'.
Fh(i: T)Xx:T.(tx) = t
The additional condition in the Eta rule concerning the type of t is in order to avoid the following situation, pointed out to us by Simone Martini. Consider two different types a, r with a < T and variables y : a,x : r. Then the term Xy : a.(Ax : T.x)y is well-formed and has least type a => r. Applying the Beta rule we get the term Ay: cr.y with least type (a => a) < (a => T); SO the type has decreased but there is no problem. However, by applying the Eta rule we would obtain the term Ax: r.x with least type T =^-T which is not in the same connected component as the other types. The restriction in Eta rules out this last possibility. DEFINITION 2.5 An hos theory consists of an hos signature (S*, < M , E) and a set F of hos E-equations. EXAMPLE 2.6 In Example 2.15 of Part I, we mentioned that using order-sorted algebra we can easily specify a number hierarchy from the positive natural numbers to the quaternions [19] , and we showed in particular an order-sorted theory specifying the rational numbers. Using higher-order ordersorted theories, we can furthermore specify higher-order functions involving those numbers. For example, a summation function can take as arguments a function from the natural numbers to the rationals and a natural number, producing a rational number. Assuming that the specification of the natural numbers includes a successor operation s_, we have the following specification using an OBJ-like notation [16, 20] .
hospec SUM is protecting RAT . op sum : (Nat => Rat) x Nat -> Rat . We can also specify higher-order functions involving lists, like for example map and reduce [39, Chapter 11], as follows. 2 As we have already mentioned in Example 2.16 of Part I, OBJlike parameterization mechanisms should be used in order to make these specifications more general; we consider here these functions only in the context of lists of numbers.
The function map takes as arguments a unary function on numbers and a list, and applies the given function to each element, producing another list, that is map (F,[a 1 ,...,a n ]) = using the obvious notation for lists. This is the corresponding ML program [39] :
and this is the complete hos theory defining the same function:
hospec LIST-HAP is protecting RAT .
sort List . The function reduce takes a binary function F on numbers and a list [01,..., On], and its result is F{a\, F(o2, F(..., F(a n _i, On) ...)))• Usually F is assumed to be associative and have a neutral element (these requirements could be specified using OBJ-like parameterization), but we do not consider such a case in order to illustrate how the key idea of the exception handling mechanism of ML [30, 39] eq handle(Pn) = tn . eq handle(X) = X .
Higher-order algebras in a Cartesian closed category
Notation: Given a Cartesian closed category 3 C, we use the notation 1 for the terminal object, x for products and iti for projections, as in Part I, with the same conventions for generalized products, pairing and projections; moreover, => is used for the exponential functor, A/i,B,c(f) • A -¥ (B =>• C) for the currying of / : A x B -t C, and evA,B '• {A => B) x A -> B for the evaluation map. We sometimes omit the subscripts in AA,B,C and DEFINITION 2.8 An inclusion structure in a CCC C is an inclusion structure J in the category C that, in addition, satisfies the following condition: if j : A -> B is a morphism in J and C is an object,
is also a morphism in J. 4 We call the pair (C, J) a CCI-category.
For the rest of this section we fix a CCI-category (C,J). DEFINITION 2.9 Given an hos signature (S*\ < M , E), an hos (S*", <™,Y,)-algcbra in C is an order-sorted (5 M , < M , S)-algebra A in C such that 'Abbreviated to CCC from now on.
1. A y = 1. Given an hos E-term £ and an hos E-algebra A in C, the meaning of t is defined as a morphism [t] A in C, inductively on the structure of t. Since an hos term may be constructed in many different ways, we must prove that [t\ A is independent of the construction of t. DEFINITION 2.10 Given an hos (S*, < M , E)-algebra A in C, the derived operation associated to an hos E-term t(x : T) : T is the morphism [t : r\ A • AT -> A T in C defined by the clauses in Definition 3.6 of Part I together with the following additional clauses:
If t = (t u h),
with U:pi (* = 1,2), lt:
If t = ft" with f : T' => r and t" : T', then [t : T] A = ([t 1 : T' ^ r] A ,[t" : T'] A )
;ev AT ,, Ar . As expected, most proofs are by structural induction adding all the cases in the previous definition to the cases already considered in the order-sorted setting. Most calculations are straightforward and we only display one or two cases to give the general feeling of the proof.
If t = XX:T'.f with f : T" and T = T' =$•
Again, as in the first-order case, it is important to realize that [t] does not depend on the names of the variables that appear in t, but only on their types, because variables are just projections. Therefore, satisfaction of the Alpha axiom will be trivial. LEMMA 2.11 Given an hos E-algebra A in C and an hos E-term t,
Therefore, the meaning of t is independent of the construction of t. PROOF. We need to add several cases to the ones in the proof of Lemma 3.7 of Part I. The cases t = (), t = Pi{f), and t = (ti, i 2 ) are left to the reader. PROOF. TO the cases in the proof of Proposition 3.8 of Part I we need to add the following cases: t' = (), t' -p,(t"), ? = (t[,t' 2 ), t' = uv, and t' = \z : f.u. We only consider the last case, where we can assume that z does not appear either in u or in the variable list (x : T,y : p), because the meaning of terms does not depend on the variable names. Then, we have The definition of satisfaction of an equation by an algebra is exactly as for the first-order case, and then we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.13 (Soundness) Let (S*\ <", E,T) be an hos theory and A an hos (E, r)-algebra in C. If T h (x : T) t = t', then A (= (i: r) t = t'.
PROOF. TO the cases in the proof of Proposition 3.13 of Part I we need to add the following cases.
Pairing: [(pi(t),«»(*)>! = <M;*i,M;w 2 ) = Wi^i.^) = [*]. Alpha: We have already pointed out that the meaning of terms is independent of the variable names, because variables are projections.
Xi: Obvious. 
Beta: {(x : T) not empty} [(Xx:T.t)t'(x:T)] = (A([t(x:T,x:T)]),[t!(x:f)]) ] ev = (id,[t'(x:r)]);[t(x:T,x:T)] = (TTX,..., 7T n , [f (x : T)]>; [t(x:T,x: r)] = [t(x/x,t'/x)(x:r)] = [t(t'/x)(x
Inclusions and Subtypes Q: Higher-order Case 551
We have not yet defined the notion of homomorphism for hos algebras. Intuitively, an hos homomorphism should be an order-sorted homomorphism that, in addition, preserves the new operations on terms. There is no problem with products or application; however, lambdaabstraction requires making reference to arbitrary terms. 6 Following a suggestion of Val Breazu-Tannen, we present below an equivalent-yet more compact-formulation of our definition in terms of combinators [22, 29] . Of course, together with the classical combinators K and S, we must use combinators corresponding to projections, pairing, and operation symbols in a signature. DEFINITION 2.14 Given an hos signature (S*, <*,E), the family of (5 M , <* ,T,)-typed combinators, or simply Y.-combinators, is defined as follows:
for each operation symbol a 6 E PiT . FACT 2.15 Given an hos E-algebra A in C, it is routine to follow Definitions 2.10 and 2.14 in order to find that the derived operations associated to the E-combinators, in the empty variable set, are the following (omitting the type information for brevity):
An hos term t(x : T) : r in T^ is said to be in combinatory form if it falls in one of the following cases:
1. If t is (), a variable or a E-combinator, then it is in combinatory form. For any hos term t(x : 7) in combinatory form, h (x : T)(X : p)t = Xx.p.t.
If t : T' is in combinatory form, and r' < T, then t: T is in combinatory form. 3. If t' : T' => T and t" : r
PROOF. Omitting the type information in terms and combinators for brevity, we have: Using induction and Lemma 2.18, it is easy to check that h (x : 7) t = t c . I DEFINITION 2.20 Let (S"", < M , E) be an hos signature. Given two hos E-algebras A and B in C, an hos Ehomomorphism h : A -> B is given by an S^-sorted family of morphisms h = {h T : A T -> B T | T 6 S™} in C such that 
For any E-combinator C of type r c , [C :
This defines a category denoted HOSAlg(C, J) and, for each set F of hos E-equations, a full subcategory HOSAlg(C, J) defined by those E-algebras that satisfy T.
If each h T is an isomorphism, then h pz>T = h~l => h T ; in this case, a homomorphism is completely determined from its components at basic types s € 5. This is the very particular case of higher-order many-sorted algebra studied by Pitts in [34] and Crole in [11] . That the definition given above, besides being fully general, captures the somewhat evasive notion of higher-order homomorphism is attested to by the following lemma. LEMMA 2.21 Given an hos homomorphism h : A -> B between two hos E-algebras A and B in C, and an hos E-term t(x : T) : T, we have It is interesting to compare our definition of higher-order homomorphism, when interpreted in categories whose objects are sets, with the notion of logical relation [35, 31] . On the one hand, we are interested in functions instead of relations, and from this point of view our notion of homomorphism is more restrictive than that of logical relation. On the other hand, the components of a logical relation at higher types are completely determined from the components at basic types, whereas in our approach this does not hold, except in very particular cases as, for example, the already mentioned one in which all the components are isomorphisms; in this second regard, our notion is less restrictive. Theorem 2.27 below will give further evidence that our notion of homomorphism is very natural, by showing that in the functorial semantics homomorphisms exactly correspond to natural transformations. DEFINITION 2.23 A CCI-functor F : {C,J) -> (C',J') between CCI-categories (C,J) and (C',J') is a functor F : C -> C that preserves the Cartesian closed structure 'on the nose' 7 and such that F(J) C J'.
Classifying categories for hos theories
We denote by CCI{(C,J),{C',J')) the category whose objects are CCI-functors between (C, J) and (C, J') and whose morphisms are natural transformations between such functors.
With this definition, we have the following results. PROPOSITION 2.24 Let F : (C, J) ->• (C, J') be a CCI-functor. Then, 2. If A is an hos E-algebra in C, and t(x : r) : r is an hos E-term,
[t:T] F * A =F{[t:T] A ).
3. Given an hos theory (S, <, E, F), F* restricts to a functor PROOF. Since F is aCCI-functor, if A is an hos E-algebra, then F*A is also an hos E-algebra. Because of 2, F* preserves satisfaction, and we get the result in 3 as in Proposition 3.17 of Parti.
Then, one easily proves [t : T]F -A = F([t : T]
• PROPOSITION 2.25 Let (C, J) and (C, J') be two CCI-categories and let A be a (S, F)-algebra in C. Given an hos theory T = (S*, <*, E, T), a CCI-category (C, J) is called a classifying category of T if there is an hos E-algebra G in C, called a generic algebra, such that for any CCI-category (C, J') the functor
),(C',J')) -> HOSAlg(C',J') vx
is an isomorphism.
Classifying categories for an hos theory are, as in the first-order case, unique up to isomorphism and we can speak about the classifying category of T, denoted C b T , and the generic algebra of T, denoted G^.
THEOREM 2.27 (Existence of classifying categories for hos theories)
Given an hos theory T = (S M , < M , E, F), there exist a classifying category C b T and a generic algebra G^.
PROOF. The proof follows the same steps as the proof of Theorem 3.22 of Part I.
The category C\-is constructed as follows:
Objects: Elements of S". Morphisms: Morphisms with domain r and codomain T 1 are generated by hos terms t(x : T) : T\ subject to the equality relation
t(x : T) :T' = t'(y : r) : r' <=• F h (x : T) t = t'(x/y).
Thus, except for the variable names, a morphism with domain r and codomain r 7 is an equivalence class [t(x : r)] together with the specification of its domain and codomain.
Identities: The identity for r is given by [x(x : r)] : r -» r.
Composition: The composition of [t(x : r)] : r -> p and [t'(y : p)] : p -) • f is given by the substitution
Products:
The terminal object is 1, and the unique morphism from r to 1 is
The product of ri and T 2 is T\ x T 2 . Projections are of the form [pi(i) (i : Ti x r 2 )] : fa x T 2 ) -> Ti (t = 1,2).
Given [U (x : p)\: p -* Ti (i = 1,2), the induced morphism is [(t 1 ,t 2 )(x:p)\ :p-> (n xr 2 ).
Exponentials:
The exponential object of r and r' is r =*• r'. The evaluation map (r T 7 ) x r ->• T 7 is defined by
[pi(a;)P2(a;)(a;: (T =^ T') X T)].
And currying of [t (x : r x r')] : (r x r') -> p is the morphism
Inclusion structure: Morphisms in j\ are of the form [x(x : r)] : r -> T' for T < M T' in5
M .
It is routine to prove that the previous construction defines a CCI-category. The most interesting part is the proof that the definitions above indeed provide an exponential object. 
First, given [t(y : r)] : r -> p and [t'(z : T')] : r' ->• p', the morphism [t(y : r)] x [i'(z : T')] : (r x T') ->• (p x p') is given by [{t(p 1 (x)/y),t'ip 2 (x)/z))(x:rXT')}.
Now, given [t(x : p x r)] : (p x T) -• T', we have to prove ( A P,T,r'([t(a; : P x T)]) x td T );eu T , T ' = [<(a; : p x T)]
Uniqueness of A([i\) with respect to the property (f) is shown as follows. Suppose that [t'(y : p)] : p -* (r => T') also satisfies (f); then, that is, using the Projections rule,
Applying the substitution x >-> (y,z) and the Projections rule, we get
r\-(y:p,z:T)(t'(y/y))z = t{(y,z)/x),
and by the Xi rule,
T\-(y:p) \z-.T.(t'z) = Xz:T.t((y,z)/x).
Finally, the Eta rule gives the desired equation
r\-(y:p)t' = \z:r.t((y,z)/x).
The generic algebra G^ is defined by: (a) (G^) T = T. (b) {G'YS = [o{x) {X:T)):T-+ T'. (c)(G^) T < T -=[X(X:T)]
-T^T 1 .
The monotonicity condition is again trivial. It is routine to prove that 
[t(x : T) : T] G > T = [t(pi(x)/xi,.. .,p n (x)/x
t(x:r)] = A([t (x : T,Z : p)\) = M[t(pi(y)/xu-• • ,Pn(y)/x n ,p n +i(y)/z)]) = [\z:p.t(pi((x,z))/xi,... ,p n ((x,z))/x n ,p n+1 ({x,z))/z)] = [\z:p.t(pi(x)/x u .. .,p n {x)/x n ,z/z)} = [(Xz:p.t)(pi(x)/xi,.. .,p n (x)/x n )].
Therefore, G^ satisfies all of the equations in F.
We define a functor (.)• : HOSAlg{C,J)^r -> CCI((C b T ,J^),{C,J)).
Given an hos (E,r)-algebraBinC,thefunctorB # : £^ -¥ C is defined by B*(r) = 5 T and B'([t(x : T)] : T -> r') = [t(i : r) : r'] B .
B* is well defined on morphisms because B is a (E, r)-algebra, and it is a CCI-functor because of Definition 2.10 and Proposition 2. 
x r n ) t{pi(x)/xi) = t'(pi(x)/xi).
Therefore, using the substitution x i-» (ii,..., x n ) and the Projections rule, we get r\-{x 1 :n,...,x n :T n )t = t'. I PROPOSITION 2.29 Given an hos theory T = (S", <", E, T), the category FunctHOSAlg^ p has as objects (XI- 
Adjunction between theories and categories
As in the order-sorted case, given a small CCI-category (C, J) such that J is locally filtered, we can define an hos theory T^ such that C is (equivalent to) the classifying category of Beforehand, we need to decompose morphism domains and codomains taking into account the additional Cartesian closed structure of the category, and we have to reformulate the notion of regular family and labelling in this setting. DEFINITION 2.30 Given a CCC C, there is an interpretation function |.| : Ob(C)™ -> Ob(C) obtained by interpreting the formal operations x and =>• in Ob (C) M by the corresponding operations in the category C.
For each pair T,T' of elements of Ob(C) M and each morphism / : \T\ -* \T J \ in C we denote by /T,T' the morphism / in C together with the 'decompositions' r of its domain and r 7 of its codomain. We denote by DCMor(C) the collection of such morphisms.
Given a small CCI-category (C, J), the order < j in Ob(C) extends to <^ in O6(C) M ; notice that when r <^ r' in ObiC) 1 *, then there is a morphism j : \T\ -»• |r'| in J. Given a small CCI-category (C, J), a family of morphisms T C DCMor(C) is CCC-regular iff it satisfies the following conditions:
1. If/ T ,T' andgp^ are morphisms in T and r <* p(withji : |r| -> |p| in .7), then r' <* p' (with j' : |r'| -> \p'\ in J7) and moreover j; g = f;j'. 2. Given p, T G Ob^) 1 * 1 with p < * T and a morphism / T|T -in 7", the set {£ 6 O6(C)" \p<$Z and 3g u . € ^} has a minimum with respect to the order <*. DEFINITION 2.32 Given a small CCI-category (C, JT), a CCC-labelling for it is given by a set E and a function I : DCMor(C) -4-E such that for each a G E the family l~^(o) of morphisms is CCCregular.
A small CCI-category (C, J) such that J" is locally filtered together with a CCC-labelling I for it is called an LCCI-category. THEOREM 2.33 Given an LCCI-category (C, J, I : DCMor(C) -t E), there exists an hos theory T^ such that C is equivalent to the classifying category £^ of T^.
PROOF. The hos theory 7^ = ((5, <), S*\ <>\ E, T) is given by:
Sort Poset: Basic types are the objects of C, ordered by J.
Operation symbols: For each a € E and morphism / T)T -in l~1(a) there is an (overloaded)
operation symbol a € £ T , T '. The monotonicity and regularity conditions hold because l~1(cr) is a CCC-regular family. Equations: All the E-equations satisfied by the hos E-algebra D£. in C that assigns to each type T the object \T\ and to each operation symbol a £ E TjT < corresponding to a morphism / T>T < with l(f T , T ') = cr the morphism / : \T\ -¥ |r'|.
By Theorem 2.27, we have a CCI-functor The 'inverse' functor is G : C -¥ £L defined by G(A) = A for an object A in C and
The functor G; F is the identity on C. Although F; G is not the identity functor, because
G(F(T))
= G(|r|) = |T|, there is a natural isomorphism given by: 
: H™(T)) H(t) = H(t')
is derivable from F", where //(<) denotes the 'renaming' oft induced by H. 8 In this way we have a category denoted HOSTh. 
PROOF. Let (F,<j>) be an LCCI-functor from (C,J,l : DCMor(C) -> E) to (C',J'J' : DCMor(C) -t S'
). We have already mentioned how the object part of F (which is a monotone function with respect to the orders provided by the inclusion structures) extends freely to
The action of the theory morphism TV on operation symbols is simply given by the function
Then, for an hos term t, {Tp(t)] D i = F([i\ D *) and this implies that if D^ satisfies an equation (x : s)t = t', the 'translated' equation (x : TF(S))TF(t)
= Tp(t') is satisfied by THEOREM 2.37 The construction of the classifying category C b T for an hos theory T is free with respect to the functor T^ : LCCICat -> HOSTh. Therefore, we have a functor 
ThU renaming is defined by H(x) = x, H(a(t)) = H(a)(H(t)), H(p { (t)) -Pi(H(t)), H(\x : r.t) = Xx:H K (T).H(t), etc.
at The discussion at the end of Section 3.3 of Part I about the simplifications-expressed as a commutative diagram of adjunctions-that are possible for the above correspondence between theories and categories in the case of disambiguated theories also applies here, mutatis mutandis.
Conservativity of higher-order order-sorted logic over its first-order counterpart
which is the desired result because H
Retracts
Given that in higher-order order-sorted algebra the typing of a term can range along a variety of subtypes, and that functions can have subtype polymorphism, this type discipline is inherently more flexible than the typed lambda calculus that it generalizes. 9 However, there may be expressions which strictly speaking cannot be typed because the least type of a subterm is too big, but that are nevertheless worth giving the benefit of the doubt because reduction of such a subterm can decrease the type and produce a well-formed term. For order-sorted algebra this has been achieved by enlarging the original signature with additional operators called 'retracts* that fill such typing gaps [15, 19] and has been implemented in the OBJ2 and OBJ3 systems [14, 16, 20] . Under very mild conditions, such an extension with retracts is conservative and permits evaluating a dubious term in such a way that if the term was really meaningful the retracts will disappear; however, if there was an essential gap, a retract will remain providing a very informative error message. In this way, a very nice capability for runtime error recovery is obtained, and the typing flexibility is greatly increased while still remaining able to discard truly nonsensical expressions such as the division of a Boolean value by a number which will not type even when retracts are added. This section shows that all the nice results already known about retracts at the first-order level do indeed generalize to higher-order, making the same techniques available in this more general context.
Consider for example the order-sorted theory for lists of numbers LIST in Example 2.16 of Part I, whose signature £ includes sorts List for lists and NeList for non-empty lists, as well as operation symbols empty G E f , L i Bt ,cons € E»atLi»t,H.Li«t. head e £n.Li«t,ii«t. and tail € Eg.Li.t.Liit-Then, the term head(tail(cons(0,cons(1,empty))))
is not well-formed because head has arity NeList while the subterm tail(cons(0,cons(1,empty))) has sort List, despite the fact that the entire term is completely meaningful. In the example above, the term considered can be well-formed by inserting the retract n.i»t,n«Li»t. obtaining head(r Li , tiB . UBt (tail(cons(0,cons(l,empty))))). We then have the following reduction sequence head(r L i B t,H.u.t (tail (cons (0, cons (1, empty) ))))-> -+ head(r L i5t,H.Liit(cons(1,empty))) -> -> head (cons (1, empty)) -> 1.
We refer the reader to the paper [19] for more details and motivation about retracts.
The main result in [19] concerning retracts is thatT® is conservative overT, in the following sense:
Given order-sorted theories T -(S, <, E, T) and V = (S\ <\ E', V) such that T is included in T" (i.e. (5, <) is a subposet of (S 1 , <'), E ?i , C Y,' la for s G 5* and s £ S, and F C r"), we say that T" is conservative over T iff for order-sorted E-terms t and t' (and therefore also E'-terms), r\-(x:S)t = t' <=^ r'\-(x:s)t = t'.
The definition is completely similar for the case of hos theories. PROPOSITION 2.43 If T is included in T", we have an inclusion morphism J : T -t T" in OSTh: this morphism gives rise to a functor Cj : CT -> Cv mapping a morphism Nonempty: r V (g ; j t i t' ' Then, the result was proved in [19] by showing that the E-homomorphism that leaves X fixed and maps [f]j;,r to [ijsaja is injective, for X a variable set such that X. ^0forallse 5.
In this section we prove a similar result for higher-order order-sorted algebra by using Henkin models [31, 32] , more precisely, a generalization of Henkin models to take into account the subtype relation. Henkin models are more general than hos algebras in (5e£, [31, 32] for details). What matters for us is that the term model construction for a theory such that the rule Nonempty above is sound and a big enough variable set X provides a free Henkin model over X [31, 32] . These results can be generalized to the hos case as follows.
First, using soundness (Proposition 2.13), completeness (Proposition 2.28), and the analogue of Proposition 3.35 in Part I for the higher-order case, we can restrict our attention without loss of generality to disambiguated hos theories. Given a disambiguated hos theory T = (S", <", E, T), we define an order-sorted theory T h = (S", < M , E\ T h ), where 1. For each r, p e 5 M , we have an overloaded operation symbol app 6 Ej => . T p>T (it is easy to see that it is regular). We usually write tt' instead of app(t, t'). PROOF. The key idea is to make the (E,r)-model Kz,r(V) into a (E®,r®)-model. First, pickforeachr G S™ avariablea;°. Then.forT < /.define a function r T < iT : Wz i r(V) T i -> E,r(^)r by mapping [t] £ Wj^^Jr to itself and the remaining elements to x°T\ this function obviously satisfies the retract equations. Therefore, by freeness, the inclusion of V into induces a homomorphism which is the identity on V. Finally, the composition rp; x is a homomorphism from Hz t r(V) into itself fixing V and, again by freeness, it must be the identity. Hence, xj) is injective. I 
Generalized subtypes
In this work we have studied in detail the categorical semantics of subtypes as inclusions, by interpreting the subtype relation r < T 7 as existence of a canonical monomorphism A T < T < : A T -> A T i in a poset subcategory J of C. This notion has been arrived at by generalizing the set-theoretic notion of subtype proposed in order-sorted algebra [19] first in Part I to general categories and then in Part II (this paper) to higher-order, while keeping all its nice properties. In particular, no information is lost when a data element is moved to a supertype, and equality of data elements is independent of the type in which it is considered.
There are however situations in which a weaker notion of 'subtype' is desirable and natural, namely one corresponding to an implicit conversion between types which needs not be injective. Such implicit conversions may arise in answer to the need or convenience of converting data (perhaps with some loss of information) between some basic types, and also in the context of function spaces when passing functions as arguments of higher-order functions. For example, a higher-order function / may require an argument of type p' =>• r but may instead receive an argument h of type p => r with p' < p (interpreted as before by a canonical inclusion j : p' -t p). This may be easily resolved by restricting h to the domain p\ i.e. by composing it with the inclusion j to get j; h : p' =• T; thus, we obtain an implicit conversion
which in general is not injective. However, this cannot be done in the setting of higher-order order-sorted algebra using only inclusive subtypes because the type of double is Rat => Rat, which is not a subtype of Nat => Rat, and therefore the term sum (double, M) is not well formed. The problem disappears when we consider an implicit conversion that restricts the domain of double and allows the typing By comparison with the case in which subtypes are interpreted as inclusions, some nice properties are definitely lost; namely, information may be irrecoverably lost when moving a data element up to a 'supertype' by means of an implicit conversion, and identity of two data elements is now crucially dependent on the type in which it is considered. Therefore, it would be a serious mistake to conflate the 'subtype as inclusion' and the 'subtype as implicit conversion' notions into a single notion of subtype, since the important advantages and additional intuitions of the 'subtype as inclusion' case would then be lost. Our proposal is to both distinguish and relate these two notions in a semantics that keeps all the advantages of each of them. For the 'subtype as inclusion' notion we keep the subtype relation < as already formalized in this paper; for the 'subtype as implicit conversion' notion we introduce a generalized subtype relation <: different from the subtype relation <, yet containing it as a subrelation, i.e. the rule is satisfied.
For function spaces, subtypes obey the restricted subtyping rule
Concluding remarks
We have presented a semantic approach to subtypes in which the two different notions of subtypes as inclusions and of (generalized) subtypes as implicit conversions are fruitfully distinguished and nicely integrated. This approach exhibits the benefits of both notions with none of the drawbacks that adherence to either notion with exclusion of the other would create. This work is a first step in the integration of both notions and much remains to be done. We list below some research directions that the present work suggests and that we feel should be further investigated:
1. Equational logic for generalized subtypes. Such a logic is missing in existing approaches and would be highly desirable; the need for this logic is also pointed out in [3] as a more direct way of reasoning about subtypes than translations into explicit coercion models which may introduce additional assumptions. The fully developed equational theory presented here for the < case should serve as a basis from which such a theory is obtained as a generalization; this would also yield the appropriate generic model construction for the categorical semantics sketched in Section 3.
Extensions to richer lambda calculi.
As mentioned in the Introduction, this should follow lines similar to those already developed by other researchers for generalized subtypes [9, 6, 3, 7, 12 , 1]. However, it would be desirable to provide a more axiomatic treatment by means of a general categorical semantics in the style of the one presented in this paper. For example, for dependent types it would be natural to require subcategory inclusions
J CfCCV
where the morphisms in J are inclusion maps, in K, are implicit conversions, and in T> are 'display maps' [38, 26, 13, 37] , with each of the categories being stable under pullbacks along arbitrary morphisms in the ambient category C. The rules for structural subtyping for different type constructions and different relations (< and <:) could then be derived as consequences of the categorical axioms. 3. Operational semantics. With the exception of [5] , very little has been done to develop a precise operational semantics for higher-order subtypes. The present work provides a new connection with the fully developed first-order theory of operational semantics for subtypes as inclusions [15, 23] which should be investigated. In this regard, the recent results on the integration of rewrite rules and higher-order functions such as those in [2, 4, 33] could be very useful.
4. Type checking. The elegant work of Curien and Ghelli [12] , appropriately extended to the present framework, should provide a general methodology for deriving type checking algorithms for specific calculi. An interesting question is how to make such algorithms even more flexible by allowing insertion of retracts in the appropriate gaps. 5. Programming language design. The first-order approach to subtypes as inclusions has gathered a rich experience in the design and implementation of functional languages that are very expressive and flexible in their type structure [14, 16, 20] and that provide useful mechanisms for dealing with exceptions and partiality. An interesting research topic would be the transfer of that experience to higher-order languages, integrating it with the techniques already developed for languages with implicit conversions. Also, the firstorder extensions of OBJ to relational, object-oriented and concurrent programming [17, 36, 18, 28] could suggest similar extensions for higher-order languages.
6. Object-oriented programming. Since this is an area in which wide disagreement still exists about basic concepts such as inheritance, we have preferred to develop our theory in a purely functional context, leaving open the matter of object-oriented applications; however, such applications are indeed very relevant and important. A number of semantic proposals coming from both higher-order type theory ( [40, 8, 10] , among others) and the first-order theory of subtypes (for example [18, 21, 28] ) have already been put forward. The present framework, by providing a conceptual link between these two lines of work, can offer a good basis on which to compare and relate proposals of this kind, and can also suggest new solutions to the challenging problem of finding a good semantic basis for object-oriented programming.
